SLATE 2014 Conference—Northern Illinois University Naperville
Session Evaluation Results
Tobin, “Universal Design for Learning: Not Just for Breakfast Anymore”

Attendance: 42
Respondents: 29

1. The presenter was knowledgeable about the subject.
2. The presenter was well prepared.
3. The presenter was engaging and interesting.
4. The presenter encouraged participation/discussion.
5. I would rate the presenter highly, overall.
6. The session had a clearly defined purpose and goals.
7. The session provided useful/helpful ideas.
8. The session increased my understanding of the topics discussed.
9. The session format was appropriate to the topic.
10. I would rate the session highly, overall.

11. Additional thoughts, comments, suggestions for the presenter:
   - Awesome presentation!
   - Great job! It was fun and informative.
   - Great presentation!
   - Great session—good information.
   - I expected a sample universal design course. Agree with multiple delivery formats. Multiple Intelligence by Howard Gardner.
   - Like the resources and discussions with humor! :) Good topic with enthusiasm—after lunch, even!
   - Multimedia.
   - Please come back and present next year. Very timely, engaging, and informative presentation.
   - Terrific facial hair.
   - Very creative and engaging PowerPoint. Energetic presentation—it kept us engaged. Good handout.
   - Very entertaining and interesting.
   - Very informative.
   - Very informative—enjoyed the energy!